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My name is Thomas Harden and I joined Eliot Smith Dance (ESD) in April of this year as an 

apprentice dancer.  After signing my apprenticeship contract, and after a few weeks to sort 

out my accommodation and my travel to Newcastle, I was expecting to go into three weeks 

of rehearsal for On Red Kites, a work choreographed by Eliot Smith.  Following rehearsals, 

the Company was to tour the North East and perform the work in venues ranging from 

community centres to theatres.  Unfortunately, before rehearsals could even start, the 

Covid-19 pandemic struck and the whole country went into lockdown. 

At that point Eliot, as Artistic Director, was faced with having to completely revise his plans 

for the immediate future of the Company and especially for the Spring Season.  He kept the 

dancers up to date on his ideas and his ultimate decision was to release ESD Digital earlier 

than originally planned.   

There were conversations via email about what was going to happen and what classes we all 

could contribute to the new digitised version of the Spring Season.  I offered my skills at 

ballet to teach online ballet barre, and so a timetable was made up and I started to plan my 

lessons.   

Along with the lessons, we were all asked to create a short creative dance video based on 

our response to Covid-19 and lockdown.  I decided to base mine on the sudden extra time 

we suddenly had available to us and the resulting boredom that lots of us felt.  We were 

also asked to produce a second video, this time a five-minute response to a piece previously 

created by Eliot called In Plain Movement.  All the videos were put together to different 

pieces of music and the resulting work was given the title The New Norm.  The New Norm 

was then posted on to the ESD Digital website along with all the dancers’ individual creative 

short videos.  To encourage community involvement, we also did a Q & A Session during 

which we answered questions from the community on our dance history, where we trained 

and worked, which of the ESD pieces we have enjoyed doing, and which ones we would like 

to do.       

Recently the Company created a new digital documentary detailing the legacy left to the 

present NHS by Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole.  This was an interesting experience 

as rehearsals had to be done via Zoom, which did have its challenges but also its moments 
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of fun.  This documentary threw up several challenges due to it being created in lockdown, 

and with the company dancers being spread around the world in their own homes, so we all 

had to film our own part of the dance, which had to be done outdoors in a natural area with 

nothing urban in the background.  It was a challenge to find a suitable location, and the one 

I chose threw up more challenges on the day of filming as the uneven ground and tall grass 

made it difficult to maintain balance and still make the movements look effortless.    

Through my first Contract as an apprentice with Eliot Smith Dance I have found new skills 

and developed others that I had not used recently.  With each project I gained more 

confidence in these skills and was able to consider where they will be useful in future 

opportunities that might come my way.  I am confident that they will impact strongly on any 

work I do in my future career.  I feel I am now equipped to tackle dance in different 

environments that are not studio-based and make the best of whatever surroundings are 

available, and the whole experience has given me the mind-set to be able to teach and work 

in unusual situations.  Above all it has challenged my mind to think differently and always 

look at situations, first individually and then as a whole, before deciding how best to 

confront them. 
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